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bstract
ew product development is an essential competence to organizations. Launching success products requires elaborate and precise knowledge about
he technological platforms, like the most important market needs and characteristics, and the project team have to employ information systems to
upport the project decisions, which must be rapid and accurate. However, when the market characteristics are much dynamic and change rapidly
r the development project aims at a really new product, the levels of uncertainties are greater, and the project team must employ more robust
trategies of risk management. Option thinking is useful to develop several concept alternatives of some crucial subsystems of the new product in
rder to achieve new technical and market knowledge by repeating cycles of design, built and tested by several and different prototypes in parallel.
hese different prototypes develop, test and can accumulate knowledge about each one, different technologies, architectures and quality attributes
r the usability for potential customers.
This study achieves the optimal number of concept options to develop in parallel in order to maximize the economic performance of the
evelopment project of a new product constituted of two important subsystems. Mathematical models simulating the sequential decision process
re developed to determine the economic result and risk of a two-subsystem product innovation project. Our results point the parallel development
f concept options as a robust strategy to manage new product development mostly in adverse conditions, that is, with greater levels of uncertainties.
 2016 Departamento de Administrac¸a˜o, Faculdade de Economia, Administrac¸a˜o e Contabilidade da Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo – FEA/USP.
ublished by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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The management process for new product development
NPD) is rapidly becoming the most important competence
hat a company must have, especially if its business envi-
onment is dynamic and competitive. To meet increasingly
iversified demand, organizations from all industry sectors have
ad to develop competences both in the production planning
nd control and in the innovation of products and manufacturing
rocesses. For Clark and Wheelwright (1993), there is a grow-
ng concern among companies in improving their management
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f new product and process development because of the huge
ressures on them in the international business environment.
or the above authors, management of the innovation process
s no longer just a concern of high technology companies, but
s a fundamentally necessary competence for each and every
ompany.
Time-to-market for the whole process, from mapping out the
echnological and marketing strategies to the development and
ubsequent launch of the product in the market, has undergone a
rastic reduction in companies, mostly in competitive business
nvironment. A well-known strategy on NPD that aims at reduc-
ng time-to-market is the Integrated Project (IP), which has been
ited (Clark & Fujimoto, 1991; Clark & Wheelwright, 1993;
ttlie & Stoll, 1990; Kessler & Chakrabarti, 1996; Takeuchi &
onaka, 1986; Tidd, Bessant, & Pavitt, 1997) as the develop-
ent approach that better addresses the problem for reducing
ime-to-market. This is a methodology that seeks to deal
ith the development process by integrating the functions and
istrac¸a˜o e Contabilidade da Universidade de Sa˜o Paulo – FEA/USP. Published
p://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Table 1
Market requisites and competences evolution of organizations.
Decades Market requisites Performances or strategies
1960 Price Efficiency
1970 Price, Quality Efficiency + Quality
1980 Price, Quality,
Products Lines
Efficiency + Quality + Flexibility
1990 Price, Quality on
Products Lines,
Novelty
Efficiency + Quality + Flexibility + Innovation
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ecisions in a multidisciplinary way and by team collocation.
he main objective is to anticipate problems and conflicts earlier
o that they can be solved earlier, thereby considerably reducing
he amount of resources and time spent on subsequent analyses
nd tasks that would need to be redone. IP seeks that all tasks
f the project and all elements of the life cycle of the prod-
ct, from conception to sales, including quality attributes, costs
nd customer requirements, should be considered by all in the
PD multidisciplinary team (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995; Clark
 Wheelwright, 1993; Takeuchi & Nonaka, 1986).
The Integrated Project has been considered responsible for
onstantly reducing not only the time-to-market but also for new
roduct development and reduced production costs and certainly
lso for gathering products with greater levels of quality and
unctionality, mostly for new products with lower levels of inno-
ativeness (e.g., Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995; Clark & Fujimoto,
991; Clark & Wheelwright, 1993; Kessler & Chakrabarti, 1996;
mith & Reinertsen, 1998; Takeuchi & Nonaka, 1986; Vesey,
991).
However, when the market characteristics are so dynamic and
nknown, where its needs change much rapidly or the develop-
ent project aims at a radically or really new product, the levels
f uncertainties are greater and the project team must employ
ore robust strategies of risk management in order to increase
he chances of hitting the target quickly. Option thinking is much
seful to develop several concept alternatives of some crucial
ubsystems of the new product in order to achieve new technical
nd market knowledge by also employing and considering the
ntegrated project philosophy, repeat cycles of design, and build-
ng and testing of several and different prototypes of concepts in
arallel. These different prototypes of concepts develop, test and
ccumulate knowledge about each one, different technologies,
rchitectures and quality attributes or the usability for potential
ustomers.
In these conditions, the team cannot develop only one concept
ecause the risk is very high and a failure could compromise the
roject. Few concept options lead to a less costly but successfully
ow NPD project. On the other hand, greater quantities of con-
ept options can improve the potentiality of obtaining success in
aunching the product, but incurring higher costs. In this context,
he most important question is how many concept options the
roject team should develop in parallel in order to maximize the
xpected economic performance of the new product project?
This research presents a methodology to achieve the expected
conomic performance and the risk of the parallel development
f several concept options. We apply a mathematical modeling in
rder to represent the sequential decision process methodology
hat parameterizes some of the main characteristics of product
evelopment projects (e.g., performance uncertainty, complex-
ty, development costs and potential revenue from the market).
e also consider the economic result and risks of the strategy
f only one concept development in order to be used as a sim-
le reference for comparison with the results from the parallel
evelopment strategy.
The results show that parallel development of several con-
ept options is a strategy that presents a hedge for economic
erformance mostly to the projects where there are higher
i
r
c
tource: Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990).
evels of uncertainty. Risk is considered as the probability that
he project does not achieve success in the development process.
The paper is structured in four sections. The second sec-
ion gives the literature review on the subject. The third section
resents the mathematical modeling and main assumptions, as
ell as computational results and analyses. The fourth section
resents the main conclusions, and contributions to literature
esides the suggestions for future researches.
iterature  background
This section presents a brief discussion of the literature on
nnovation management, new products development projects
nd also on option thinking and parallel development, important
or the conduction of this study.
he  competence  of  innovation  management
Changes in the businesses environments in the past three
ecades have imposed organizations to seek new strategies to
roduce, buy, sell, distribute and develop new products. From
he 70s, organizations that have had to adapt to the new envi-
onment quickly began to form and Innovation has become the
ost desired competence.
For Clark and Wheelwright (1993), it is not that some compa-
ies simply increased the percentage of revenues yielded from
esearch and development (R&D), but the process has been
riven by large forces, as increase in international competition
n segmentation and fragmentation of markets and also due to
he diversification of new technologies.
Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990) created a phase model to under-
tand and explain the relationships between criticism and
iversification of the markets in the business environments with
ycles of competences creation cycles by companies after sur-
eying several organizations in Europe. For them, the companies
ere developing and accumulating competences along the past
ew decades. The companies that survive will be accumulat-
ng all the previous competences. The authors relate the market
equisites with the competences and the performances that the
ompanies had to develop as an answer and as evolution along
ime, as presented in Table 1.
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ew  product  development  projects
The new product development projects usually involve var-
ous successive stages of activities, sometimes overlapping, to
each its objectives. These activities can be classified in different
orms, depending on the perspective adopted. The classification
resented by Ulrich and Eppinger (2000), starting with a per-
pective of management of predominantly technical activities
f the development project, incorporate the following generic
asks: (1) Development of concepts – identification of the needs
f the target market, generation and evaluation of alternative con-
epts for the new product, and the selection of some concepts
or the next stage of the project; (2) Project of the System – def-
nition of the architecture of the product and its subsystems and
ubsystems; (3) Detailed Project – detailed specifications of each
ubsystem and subsystem, and respective productive processes;
4) Tests and improvements – prototypes of subsystems, subsys-
ems and systems are constructed and tested, and the results of
he tests are used to improve the project; and (5) Preparation for
he launch – pilot production to identify and correct problems
nd train the operators.
Clark and Wheelwright (1993) point that the development
roject activities can be basically reduced to three important
tages: design, build and test. In the design stage, the project team
efines the methods and generates the alternatives of the project.
he build stage has the objective of transforming the alternatives
f the projects into forms/objects, that is, into prototypes, in
rder to permit the implementation of the tests of concepts.
The specific forms or objects can be created using Computer
ided Design (CAD) software in an initial stage of development
r constructed with more easily handled materials, like plastic or
ess hard metals. They may also be created using materials and
roduction processes that are similar to the commercial process
n a final stage of development. In the test phase, depending on
he specific objects of the design–build–test cycle in question,
he test can be geared toward a particular dimension or attribute
for example, to measure the level of noise created by the mech-
nism) using a focused prototype or can involve an evaluation of
he system in real conditions using a comprehensive prototype
Ulrich & Eppinger, 2000).
New product development requires the planning and execu-
ion of a project that combines knowledge and consistencies
f various functional areas of the organization. Roughly three
arge areas of the project evolve: marketing to map the needs of
he consumers and to position the new product in the market;
ngineering of the product to pursue a product project that will
atisfy the needs of the consumers in an efficient form; manu-
acturing, that will seek the most economic and efficient forms
f producing the product, and finally, the beginning of produc-
ion (ramp-up) and the commercialization of the product. The
aradigm was, until some decades ago, to conduct in separate
nd sequentially the main stages or tasks of the project. The
elative certainties about demand and consumer preference for product and about the technology employed in the product
nd process created an extremely comfortable situation for the
roject engineers who could work in a sequential form (Baldwin
 Clark, 2000; Clark & Fujimoto, 1991; Clark & Wheelwright,
o
o
o
tministração e Inovação 13 (2016) 190–198
993; Kessler & Chakrabarti, 1996; Liker, Collins, & Hull, 1999;
higley & Mitchell, 1983; Smith & Reinertsen, 1998; Vesey,
991).
Since the seminal study of contingency theory, where
awrence and Lorsch (1969) identified different needs of inte-
ration in organizational structure for innovation as response for
urviving in different business environments, several researches
ssociate the success in innovation activities, as developing bet-
er products, the achievement of greater outcomes and decrease
f projects time-to-market, to a higher degree of overlapping and
ntegration of important tasks in NPD that could be achieved by
ultidisciplinary teams in a more integrated project (IP) (e.g.,
rown & Eisenhardt, 1995; Clark & Fujimoto, 1991; Clark &
heelwright, 1993; Cooper & Kleinschimdt, 1994; Gupta, Raj,
 Wilemon, 1986; Utterback, 1971; Vesey, 1991).
Some studies (e.g., Clark & Fujimoto, 1991; Clark &
heelwright, 1993; Cooper & Kleinschimdt, 1994, 1987;
essler & Chakrabarti, 1996; Smith & Reinertsen, 1998;
akeuchi & Nonaka, 1986) have found very favorable results
or IP regarding its efficiency in increasing product quality
nd productivity in the development and production costs and
ecreasing the time-to-market mostly, for incremental projects.
However, when the development project aims at a more
adically or really new product, the levels of technological uncer-
ainties are greater and the project team must employ robust
trategies of risk management. Option thinking is much useful
o develop several concept alternatives of some crucial subsys-
ems of the new product. These different prototypes develop,
est and accumulate knowledge about each one, different tech-
ologies, architectures and quality attributes or the usability for
otential customers.
ption  thinking  and  parallel  development
Option thinking or real option is the term employed to denom-
nate some strategies that endow a decision process with greater
exibility of action and reaction. We can face them as very useful
nstruments to create business opportunities. The name appears
rom the term options or financial options that are strategies
f risk management for financial decisions. The real options
ive support to the manager for the decision making, because
hey allow the managers mitigate the risks in future scenar-
os of the business environment. Such instruments enable the
anager have more alternatives to choose in the future, that is,
ore flexibility in the decision making facing the occurrence
f certain prejudicial scenarios (e.g., Adner & Levinthal, 2004;
arnett, 2008; Bowman & Hurry, 1993; Faulkner, 1996; Kogut
 Kulatilaka, 2004; McGrath, 1997, 1999; McGrath, Ferrier, &
endelow, 2004).
This effect is also found in the real options in new product
evelopment projects because they can increase the value of
uch projects, as more is the uncertainty level. Faulkner (1996)
oints the two important evaluation and philosophy approaches
f investment analysis in new product projects: one is based
n the discounted cash flow analysis (like NPV) and the other
n options; Faulkner (1996) alerts for the fact that the option
hinking presents a strategic approach and flexible character and
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hat it carries opportunities, being much employed mostly by
apanese organizations.
In innovation management, we will only have these oppor-
unities or flexibility of waiting, of growing or the substitution
ptions when launching products if the organization presents the
bility to build strategies during the initial development tasks in
rder to better deal with future technical or marketing uncer-
ainties. The project team can mitigate the innovation risks by
eveloping concept options until the uncertainties resolution
athers more technical information and information from the
arket needs and preferences that reduce the uncertainties lev-
ls, with the objective to hedge the innovation project dealing
ith the dynamics of the technical or marketing uncertainties.
his way, the innovation team can later better decide among the
oncepts open to conduct to the final development stages and
aunch the product with best concept (see e.g., Dixit & Pindyck,
994; Faulkner, 1996; Huchzermeier & Loch, 2001; MacMillan,
utten, McGrath, & Thompson, 2006; McGrath, 1997; Morris,
eisberg, & Kolbe, 1991).
Such flexibility protects the company against technologi-
al uncertainties. According to Bacon, Beckman, Mowery, and
ilson (1994), at the early stages of development process,
nvestments are small, and thus changes in market requirement
r product attributes do not imply large costs. On the other hand,
hose early stages have deep implications over the late and much
ore costly ones, like manufacturing and launching. Research-
ng the product development processes of six large corporations,
acon et al. (1994) found out that early specification freezing
esulted in much larger costs with changes in the new product
esign due to late changes in the market.
Ward, Liker, Cristiano, and Sobek (1995) named the devel-
pment approach employed by Toyota as set-based strategy,
hich consists of allowing parallel development of a set of
lternatives as a way of decreasing the time-to-market and the
evelopment of uncertainty level. According to them, the use
f a great many prototypes allows the early mapping of perfor-
ance and responses to various technologies and alternatives.
or Shenhar (1998, p. 39), “these intermediate programs were
nstituted to prove the validity of the systems concept and test
he unknown technologies being developed concurrently during
he project-execution period”.
odels  and  results
The objective of our research is the achievement of the opti-
al expected economic performance and the respective risk level
f the parallel development of several concept options in a NPD
roject, considering a very dynamic market. The window of
pportunity for the launching of new product is very small and
he company must launch rapidly the right product in accor-
ance with or, as a perfect response to the true requisites of the
arket (Abell, 1978; Christensen, Suárez, & Utterback, 1998;
eyer & Utterback, 1993). In this business environment, there is
uch uncertainty and a great risk for the company if it conducts
he development of only one product concept and the project
eam must consider the parallel development of several concept
s
s
o
oministração e Inovação 13 (2016) 190–198 193
ptions in order to reduce the risk of launching an unsatisfactory
roduct into the market.
The new product in question is supposed to be constituted
y two subsystems. We consider the successes of each tech-
ological option on development process as represented by
robabilities and also a variable (the fitting probability) that
epresents the level of complexity in the architecture of the
roduct between the two subsystems representing their interrela-
ions when working jointly. The Section “Problem presentation
nd assumptions for mathematical modeling” presents the prob-
em and the assumptions for mathematical modeling that are
resented thereafter in Section “Mathematical modeling”. The
ection “Results analysis and discussion” presents the results
nd analyses.
roblem  presentation  and  assumptions  for  mathematical
odeling
We developed a mathematical model (Babbie, 1998; Dane,
990; Davis, Eisenhardt, & Bingham, 2007) to obtain the eco-
omic performance and risk of a parallel development of several
ption concepts, where the product is considered as consti-
uted by two subsystems. The technical performance and the
ttributes of the quality that the product will present at the end
f the development process will depend not only on the indi-
idual performances of each of the subsystems but also on its
ntegrity in architecture, that is, the way in which one subsys-
em interacts with other when they are combined and working
ogether. Thus, the technical performance and minimum quality
ttributes demanded by the market and the consequent success
n launching depend not only on the individual success of each
f the two subsystems but also on the success of the architecture
unctioning, that is, an excellent working of the two subsystems
ogether.
The “two subsystems” of the product can be considered like
wo simple elements that, integrated, will form a system, or we
an still consider them like two subsystems that should work
ogether like an electronic element and another mechanism in
he case of a new fuel injection system in a new car or two
echanical elements that, together, should perform a determined
unction like compressor and heat exchangers. Another example
or the two subsystems could be a metal plate that should have
een manufactured with die-casting. We could consider that the
etal plate would be faced with a better or worse result of the
ction of the die using a certain material. Then, in this example,
late and die should be adjusted perfectly in a way to produce the
art with all the required characteristics, geometric, physical, or
f resistance.
The objective of developing several concept options in
arallel is to accelerate the process of product development
nd knowledge searching. We assume that there exist several
lternatives of product concepts to be developed and also that
he company has sufficient resources available to develop these
everal concept alternatives of the subsystems in parallel. We
how, in sequence, the principal assumptions for the elaboration
f the model, an extension of the model developed and presented
n Camargo Jr. & Yu (2005; 2006; 2007).
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ssumption  1.  The potential revenue of the market R  will be
arned by the company if and only if the development process
chieves any success in launching, i.e., the new product presents
t least the minimum level of performance and quality required
y the consumers. In other way, no revenue will be earned.
ssumption 2.  To facilitate the modeling, the probabilities
f success (pA and pB) are considered the same for each and
very alternatives of two subsystems, respectively A  and B, of
he project, beyond which the success of each one of them is
onsidered statistically independent of the success of each of the
thers. We consider that the probability of success represents the
evel of technological uncertainty related for each alternative (of
he two subsystems) individually in the development project.
ssumption 3.  We consider a probability of fitting (p) between
wo alternatives, one of each subsystem, that have already got the
uccess in the individual development. The probability of fitting
p) is also considered the same for each and every alternative of
he two subsystems of the project, beyond which the success of
ach pair is considered statistically independent of the success of
thers. We consider that the probability of fitting (p) represents
he success on architecture working, that is, a well integration
nd functionality between the two considered subsystems.
ssumption 4.  Each and every alternative has the same cost
 to be developed in any cycle. In this initial model, costs and
ength of cycle do not vary, and learning effects and difficulty
ncreases are not considered. The relation c/R  is parameterized
n the model to facilitate the modeling and analysis of results.
Table 2 shows the values for the potential total market revenue
R) and the relation cT/R, with cT representing the development
otal cost for some projects found in literature. Such values were
btained from Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). These numbers are
mployed in our study just for helping to get a definition of the
ange of possible variation for each parameter in our models.
hus, we use the parameterization for the values of c/R  as being
.001, 0.005 and 0.01 in order to cover an interval that is relevant
nough to the projects shown in Table 2.
athematical  modeling
If the project team chose quantities of alternatives NA and NB
elating to the subsystems A  and B  to be developed in the devel-
pment process, then, at the end of the development, alternatives
A and XB relative to the subsystems respectively, A  and B, could
e revealed as satisfactory from the point of view of individual
erformance. Thus, facing XA and XB individual successes, there
s a probability of the occurrence of success in the architecture
ntegration or fitting a pair of them (one alternative of each sub-
ystem). The potential revenue of the market (R) will be earned
nly if a good fitting occurs. We call it the total fitting proba-
ility and it will be larger when more individual success occurs
t the end of the development cycle. The expected value of the
conomic result of the parallel development (E[PD/R]), already
onsidered in relation to the potential revenue from the market
p
A
rministração e Inovação 13 (2016) 190–198
R), is presented in expression (1):
(
PD
R
)
=
NA∑
XA=0
NB∑
XB=0
p(xA =  XA)p(xB =  XB)pF (XA,  XB)
− c
R
(NA + NB) (1)
here p(xA = XA) is the probability of XA individual successes
ccurring (alternatives within the total of NA) with the subsys-
em A  at the end of the development cycle and is shown in the
xpression (2); p(xB = XB) is the probability of XB individual
uccess occurring (alternatives within the total of NB) with the
ubsystem B  at the end of the development cycle and is shown in
xpression (3); pF(XA, XB) is the total fitting probability or inte-
rated architecture functioning satisfactorily with at least a pair
f alternatives of the subsystems A  and B, facing XA and XB indi-
idual successes. Expression (4) shows this probability; NA and
B are the numbers of alternatives, respectively, of subsystems
 and B, developed.
The expressions (2) and (3) present the probabilities of the
umbers of occurrences of individual successes, which at the
nd of the development cycle will be, respectively XA and XB,
ithin the totals alternatives NA and NB of the subsystems A  and
 that were developed:
(xA =  XA) = NA!
XA!(NA −  XA)!pA
XA (1 −  pA)NA−XA (2)
(xB =  XB) = NB!
XB!(NB −  XB)!pB
XB (1 −  pB)NB−XB (3)
here pA and pB are the probabilities of individual success of
ach alternative of subsystems A and B  respectively.
The expression (4) shows us the total fitting probability or
erfect integration (pF), that is, the probability of finding at least
ne pair of alternatives, within the XA and XB individual success,
hat show functionality together or satisfactory quality so that
he product can be launched in the market:
F (XA,  XB) =  1 −  (1 −  p)XAXB (4)
here p  is the probability of successful architecture fitting of
ny pair of project alternatives, of subsystems A  and B, that
btained individual success in the development process, showing
atisfactory working together.
As long as the probabilities of individual success (pA and pB)
epresent the level of technological uncertainty in the individual
evelopment of each of the subsystems, the fitting probability
p) can be considered even in a simplified form, one measure of
he level of complexity on architecture functioning, that is, the
nterrelations between the subsystems. The NPD project with
wo subsystems that present higher levels of impacts or interde-
endence between them, or a lot of restrictions to the architecture
unctioning together, shows higher complexity for the devel-
pment team and will be represented in our models by a low
robability of fitting (p) and vice versa.
The numbers N∗A and N∗B of alternatives of the subsystems
 and B that maximize the expected value of the economic
esult can be found through a numeric search based on the
A.S. Camargo Júnior, A.S. Yu / RAI Revista de Administração e Inovação 13 (2016) 190–198 195
Table 2
Potential revenue of market (R) and the relation cT/R for different projects.
Stanley Tools Rollerblade Skate HP Deskjet New Beetle Boeing-777
R (million US$) 12 60 2400 10,200 195,000
c /R 0.0125 0.0125 0.021 0.039 0.015
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95%85%75%65%55%45%35%25%15%5%
Fitting probability (p)
NA∗ (pA=pB=10%) NB ∗ (pA=pB=10%)
NA∗ (pA=pB=50%) NB ∗ (pA=pB=50%)
NA∗ (pA=pB=80%) NB ∗ (pA=pB=80%)
NA∗ (pA=10%;pB=80%) NB ∗ (pA=10%;pB=80%)
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Fig. 1. Optimal numbers (N∗
A
and N∗B) of concept options of each subsystem (A
and B), the maximized expected economic value (E*(PSS /R)) and the expected
economic value for OCD (E(OCD/R)) − c/R = 0.001.
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FT
ource: Adapted from Ulrich and Eppinger (2000).
apping of the expected value on a great interval of values for
A and NB in a way known as the maximum point. A routine,
sing Matlab language, was developed to achieve these optimal
esults. Thus, expression (5) shows us the maximized expected
alues (E*(PD/R)) for the economic result of the parallel
evelopment:
∗
(
PD
R
)
=
N∗
A∑
XA=0
N∗
B∑
XB=0
p(xA =  XA)p(xB =  XB)pF (XA,  XB)
− c
R
(N∗A +  N∗B) (5)
So, we define “sumprob*” as the total probability of success
f product launch when N∗A and N∗B alternatives were developed,
hat is shown in expression (6). Thus, the Risk* of finishing the
evelopment process without any success is shown in expression
7):
umprob∗ =
N∗
A∑
XA=0
N∗
B∑
XB=0
p(xA =  XA)p(xB =  XB)pF (XA, XB)
(6)
isk∗ =  1 −  sumprob∗ (7)
The economic result (E(OCD/R)) and also the risk of the
trategy of conducting only One Concept to the Development is
btained in order to be used as a simple reference for comparison
o the results of the strategy of parallel development, and they
re presented, respectively, in expressions (8) and (9):
(
OCD
R
)
=  pApBp  − 2c
R
(8)
isk  =  1 −  pApBp  (9)
esults  analysis  and  discussion
Figs. 1–3 present us the optimal numbers (N∗A and N∗B)
f concept options of each one of subsystems A  and B, the
lready maximized expected values (E*(PD/R), (as expres-
ion (5)) for the economic result for parallel development of
everal concept options and also the expected value for the
trategy of only one concept development (E(OCD/R) for each
alue parameterized of the c/R  relation (c/R  = 0.001, 0.005 and
.01).
a
e
p
w
pig. 2. Optimal numbers (N∗
A
and N∗B) of concept options of each subsystem (A
nd B), the maximized expected economic value (E*(PSS /R)) and the expected
conomic value for OCD (E(OCD/R)) − c/R = 0.005.We can see by Figs. 1–3 that the benefits of developing in
arallel several concept options are much greater for projects
ith relation c/R  relatively low (as c/R  = 0.001 in Fig. 1), com-
ared with more expensive ones, like in Figs. 2 and 3. The
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Fig. 4. Risks for parallel development of concept options (Risk*) and for OCD
(Risk) for projects with relation c/R = 0.001.
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aig. 3. Optimal numbers (N∗
A
and N∗B) of concept options of each subsystem (A
nd B), the maximized expected economic value (E*(PSS /R)) and the expected
conomic value for OCD (E(OCD/R)) − c/R = 0.01.
enefits, that is, the expected economic results in relation to
ost (E*(PD/R)), are so high (near 100%) mostly to costless
rojects (like c/R  = 0.001 in Fig. 1) but these benefits also exist
n more expensive projects despite their decrease as the relation
/R increases (like Figs. 2 and 3), making smaller the differ-
nces to the economic results from the reference strategy of one
oncept development (E(OCD/R)).
However, our most important result is that the behavior of
ll expected economic performance in parallel development are
reatly sustained in projects with higher levels of uncertain-
ies (low levels of probabilities) in comparison to the reference
trategy of OCD. These results show that parallel development
f several concept options is a strategy that presents a strong
edge for economic performance mostly to the projects where
here are higher levels of uncertainty.
This effect can be observed in figures above when we see
hat the high values of the expected economic result of parallel
evelopment, for high fitting probability (e.g., p  = 90% or 95%
ith almost none problem on architecture fitting), keeping con-
tant for all its range with only a little loss for projects with a
uch complex architecture fitting (low levels of fitting proba-
ility, i.e., p  = 5% or 10%). This hedge potential, achieved with
he parallel development of several options, is maintained even
or more expensive projects, as we can see in Fig. 3 (for rela-
ion c/R  = 0.01). This hedge effect loses power only for projects
n very unfavorable, extreme conditions, that is, very expensive
rojects and also those in which all concept options present very
ow individual probabilities, as we can see in Fig. 3.
In sequence, Figs. 4 and 5 present the risks of development
rocess ends up without any success considering projects with
elations c/R  of, respectively, 0.001 and 0.01, that is the risk of
arallel development of several concept options (Risk*) and the
isk of the strategy of one concept development (Risk).
We can observe, by Figs. 4 and 5, the robustness of the
trategy of parallel development of several concept options in
a
p
c
wig. 5. Risks for parallel development of concept options (Risk*) and for OCD
Risk) for projects with relation c/R = 0.01.
elation to the stability of the level of Risk* along the range of
he fitting probability (p), with higher values only for extremely
ower fitting probabilities (p). Such hedging effects are achieved
ue the just mentioned huge number of concept alternatives
hat are developed in parallel. These effects are intuitively
reater for projects with alternatives that present lower develop-
ent costs and/or greater individual probabilities of success (pA
nd pB).
onclusions
This study analyses the performance regarding the economic
esult and also the risk levels of the strategy of parallel devel-
pment of many concept options when designing a new product
n a much dynamic market with a small window of opportunity.
hen there is huge uncertainty about the true requisites of the
ttributes needed by a dynamic market or the main technologies
ble to better respond to fix these requisites, the development
rocess must consider the parallel development of many con-
epts in order to reduce the risk of failure and finish the process
ith no satisfactory product to launch into the market.
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We developed a mathematical modeling that was able to
chieve the optimal economic performance and risk level of
arallel development of several concept options as a strategy of
apidly introducing a satisfactory product in a dynamic market.
he new product in question is supposed to be constituted by two
ubsystems. We consider the successes of each technological
ption on development process as represented by probabilities
nd also a variable (the fitting probability) that represents the
evel of complexity in the architecture of the product between
he two subsystems representing their interrelations when jointly
orking.
Our results show that there are great benefits of develop-
ng in parallel several concept options when compared with
conomic results from the strategy of only one concept devel-
pment, mostly for projects with relation c/R  relatively low,
ompared with more expensive ones. The benefits, that is,
he increase in the expected economic results, also occur for
ore expensive projects but they decrease as the relation c/R
ncreases.
Another important result shows that the strategy of develop-
ng several concept options in parallel works like a hedge or a
echanism of risk management, because this approach presents
 huge reduction in risk of finishing the development process
ithout being satisfactory to launch into the market. The reduc-
ion of the risk is greater mostly for more complex and uncertain
evelopment projects, that is, for more radically and really new
roducts.
Future researches should investigate the subject deeply
egarding a more holistic approach, considering, for example,
he effects of different sizes of the window of opportunities, the
ossibilities of new cycles of development, different levels of
riticism of the customers about the product quality, different
otential revenue values from the market or considering new
roducts constituted of more than two subsystems among other
mportant aspects.
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